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There are several steps of our 
Virtual Screening Workflow(1) where 
usage of Database Engine may 
simplify and automate data 
collection and analysis. The docking 
results are parsed, and identificators 
of ligand and receptor along with 
docking score, ligand efficiency, etc 
of every complex are submitted into 
table. Data collected are then 
processed in various ways, i.e. 
number of docked ligands per 
receptor, best poses - any kind of 
statistics can be calculated with a 
single query.
A script supporting visual inspection 
stage allows fetching selected 
ligand-receptor poses and displaying 
them in PyMol. 
Our efforts in improving virtual 
screening analysis resulted in 
another tool providing automated 
generating and storing of Structural 
Interaction Fingerprints  (SIFts) – 
based on stored fingerprints for 
docking poses, a SIFt pattern, an 
averaged fingerprint describing 
binding-site can be created and 
visualized.

Summary

Implementing databases into 
various steps of Virtual Screening 
Workflow significantly improves their 
performance. In particular, data 
analyzing process, when using SQL, 
becomes indeed rapid and flexible 
process. Moreover, centralized data 
storing gives access to all interested 
users over the network, and allows 
simultaneous modification of data 
due to transaction system 
implemented into database engine.

 

Application

Increasing power of modern 
multicore CPUs caused 
computational power to be relatively 
cheap nowadays and so processor 
time greed of Virtual Screening (VS) 
protocol is no longer an issue. 
However, the amount of output 
produced and size of compound 
databases used for VS brought up 
new challenges, such as ways of 
sharing large amounts of data and 
flexible and rapid results analysis. In 
this poster we present application of 
MySQL cluster database engine 
supporting results analysis and 
filtering. 

Cluster database engine divides the 
data into smaller chunks and 
spreads them across the cluster 
nodes. This approach allows all the 
dataset to be held in RAM and so 
provides instant access to data and 
speeds up multitable queries by 
several magnitudes. In addition 
several applications were written for 
batch processing VS outputs and 
ease up visual inspection stage of 
virtual screening protocol.

Introduction
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Protein homology modeling was performed with modeller 9v7, docking and 
scoring were executed using Glide from Schrodinger Suite 2010. MySQL 
v5.1.41 was used as database server. Visualisation were prepared with Pymol 
v1.2 and self scripts.

Poster can be downloaded from www.cns-platform.eu
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SELECT ligand_name, receptor_name, 
count(ligand_name) FROM my_table GROUP BY 
receptor_name ORDER BY count(ligand_name) 
DESC;

+-------------+------------------+--------------------+
| ligand_name | receptor_name    | count(ligand_name) |
+-------------+------------------+--------------------+
| ligand_10   | Q63004.B99990048 |                 18 |
| ligand_19   | Q63004.B99990312 |                 18 |
| ligand_4    | Q63004.B99990199 |                 18 |
| ligand_19   | Q63004.B99990394 |                 17 |
| ligand_16   | Q63004.B99990011 |                 16 |

...

Fig. 1 
Results of extensive docking of numerous compounds into 
several models/targets (A) are submitted into database server 
(B). Organisation of stored data allows easy data analysis. 
Example query (C) retrieves number of ligands successfully 
docked into each receptor. Returned dataset can be then fetched 
by a script and visualized in PyMol (D). 
In the separate pathway ligand-receptor poses are used to 
generate SIFts (E). Fingerprints themselves are then analyzed 
and consensus binding site pattern is produced and visualized 
(F: pattern for all sidechain interactions coloured in yellow)
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